Professional biography
Jordi Domènech Brunet, traditional building master, born in 1956 in El Masnou
(Barcelona), started working at the age of 16 as a bricklayer next to his father and
soon began to work on his own. During the first years, he dedicated himself,
especially, to the reform of houses, in which he had the opportunity to learn
different construction techniques. From July 1976 to March 1978 he was doing his
military service. Given his knowledge of masonry at that time, he continued to
work as a bricklayer during his military service, and was thus able to continue his
training even during this period of supposedly interrupted work. At the end of his
service, his father gave him full responsibility for the company that was now called
Jordi Domènech.
Three years later, at the age of 25, he built his first four-storey residential building,
with commercial premises on the ground floor and one dwelling per floor.
After two years, in 1983, he was commissioned to build the Maricel temple church in El Masnou. It is an
underground temple with a space dedicated to social premises on the ground floor. It has unique elements
designed by the artist Joaquim Pujol, such as the bell tower, a concrete tower 13 metres high, an apse
decorated with the "trencadís" technique made of recycled glass and an altar, a baptismal font and a lectern
made of coloured concrete.
Since then, he has not stopped training and working, even abroad. He has specialized in the construction of
Catalan vaults and the restoration of lime stucco facades.

Catalan vaulting master
He has always been passionate about the construction of partitioned vaults or
"Catalan vaulting", a technique widely used during Catalan Modernism and one
of the construction systems preferred by many architects of this movement,
such as Gaudí, Domènech i Montaner, Cèsar Martinell or the Valencian
Rafael Guastavino. This system allowed them to create, thanks to their curves,
the organic forms so fashionable at that time. In the same temple, it allowed
them to cover great lights in the ceilings of textile factories, cellars, wineries,
etc.

After modernism, Catalan vaults continued to be built, passing through more or less high points, without ever
again achieving the popularity that this system had at the beginning of the last century as a construction
system.

The Catalan vault is a construction system that requires few elements: clay, mortar and a lot of labour;
elements within the reach of even the poorest societies. The fact that so much specialised labour is required is
one of the main reasons why, in many countries, it has not been used. This has not helped the builders' guild
because, as little is built with this system, there are very few opportunities for learning, training and
improvement by master builders to be able to carry out constructions with Catalan vaults at the necessary
speed to achieve the economy of this construction system.
Currently, the Catalan vaulting system is rarely used, despite the fact that there are more and more architects
who value its aesthetic and sustainable qualities, given that neither iron nor concrete are necessary for its
construction.

Jordi Domènech Brunet is one of the people who, thanks both to his work as a master builder and to his work
as a teacher and trainer of builders and architects, is recovering and revaluing this traditional
construction system, currently in disuse, highlighting its advantages.

Main works realized with the system of Cathalan vault:
The design of all the vaults has been made by Jordi Domènech, except the one made in Japan
which is designed by Dr. Architect Hiroya Tanaka.
1- Renovation of a Catalan country house (El Masnou): a three-storey house with a surface
area of 256 m² each. All types of vaults were made here, with the 16 x 16 m. upper floor being
the most outstanding, where only brick and mortar were used. He made also in this house, four
elliptical staircase vaults with a helical revolution.

The construction of this vault posed a major challenge since it has a span or distance between
the supports of 16 meters with 4 layers and a thickness of only 12 cm.

Detall de la volta on s’aprecia la superposició de capes de totxo creuant juntes

Hyperbolic skylight made in the vault

The technique used for the construction of these skylights is the same as that of the Catalan
vault. In this case, the rasillas are placed following the cords that mark the generatrix of the
hyperboloid.

Spiral staircase
vault with an
elliptical floor
plan made with
the Catalan
vaulting
technique.
catalana

Detail of the coating of the lower part of the scale

2- Painters' workshop (El Masnou): Construction of a workshop for a couple of painters,
covered with a vault measuring 8 x 8 metres. This vault was made without a dome.

3-Rehabilitation of a single-family house (El
Masnou): all types of vaults, stairs, distributor,
entrance, kitchen, dining room.

Drop vault with herringbone pattern

4- The four saddles vault (Ebetsu, Japan): pavilion formed by the intersection of four
hyperbolic paraboloids (saddle) created with the Catalan vault technique. It is the
transformation of hyperboloid catenary arches and sphere, forming a geometrical macla
inspired by Gaudí's design.
The reason for this construction in a country where earthquakes are the order of the day, was
to demonstrate that with a structure made only with bricks and cement, without iron or
concrete could be made a self-resistant structure. The city of Ebetsu (Japan) sponsored this
work because it is a great producer of ceramics despite the fact that this material is not usually
used in Japan as a construction material. The monument is located in the square in front of the
Ebetsu Ceramics Museum. (https://goo.gl/maps/u3UiP68nfcu ).
The design of this vault is by the Japanese architect Dr. Hiroya Tanaka. It is the first monument
made in Catalan vaults in such a distant land. Due to its importance, it was chosen in 2009 as
the cover of issue 307 of the Gremi de Constructors magazine and an extensive article on this
monument was published in the CERASPAÑA de la Ascer magazine (Spanish Association of Tile
Manufacturers), issue 15 (2005).

5- Barbecue cover (El Masnou). Vault made without falsework following the guidelines of a
hyperbolic paraboloid and covered on the inside with the trencadís technique.

In this same house, other works were carried out, among which it is worth mentioning this
cone-shaped skylight made of coloured glass:

6- Spiral staircase vault (La Roca del Vallès). Made of coloured concrete from a lost mould of
a partitioned vault.

7- False vault (El Masnou): made without falsework and adapted on a trapezoidal plan.
One of the main characteristics of this type of vault is its ease of adaptation to cover
irregular
spaces.

8- Pendentive staircase vault for a hotel (Barcelona): The original vault had to be
demolished to gain height on the top floor of the hotel. This fact forced to build again with
the same technique and following the same form but varying the angle.

9. Staircase in private house (El Masnou) made of marble. The central axis of iron is 4
meters high. The core of the steps is 1 cm iron plate. Of thick, welded to the central axis.
The marble hides the iron step above and below. The steps at the bottom are chemically
and mechanically anchored, those at the top only chemically.

10- Staircase vault for a private house (El Masnou): Staircase to access to another vault with a
bell curve.

11- Staircase vault for private house (Torrelles de Llobregat,
Barcelona). Rampant arch vaults. The first leaf is made with
manual scraping taken with natural fast cement.

12- Traditional rampant arch vault for stairs in private house (Llerona, Gerona)

13-Staircase skylight vault in Barcelona (Sarrià). It is a double vault that is used to
intercalate the isolation and made both with compass.

Youtube:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6EshhdkCLzs&feature=share

14- Vault with geometric irregularities in private house (El Masnou, Barcelona). In
order to overcome the geometric irregularities of the space, Jordi Domènech used
decorative
glazed
ceramic
pieces
were used.

15- Wave vault in private house (El Masnou, Barcelona). It is a concave vault on one
side and convex on the other. This vault design is original by Jordi Domènech inspired by
some of Gaudí and Eladio Dieste's. It has the problem of the reberveration of the concave
vaults solved since instead of concentrating the sound waves, it disperses them. It is an
ideal ceiling for places where many people are concentrated or for auditoriums.

16- Wave vault in private house (Molins de Rei, Barcelona)

The geometrical shape comes from a sinusoidal, opposite direction and a curved
generatrix (circular sector) that moves along the lateral sinusoids.
17- Rampant arch vault in private house (El Poal, Lleida)
Rampant arch vault 2 meters wide made to support stone steps.

18- Helicoidal vaults in private house (Ibiza)

19- Vault in private house (Mataró)

20- Vault in private house (Les Escaules, Girona)

21- Vaults in private house (Vilassar de Mar, Barcelona)

PASSION FOR SINUSOIDAL SHAPES
1- Decorative elements in modernist housing (El Masnou, Barcelona)
Stone plinth and wainscot where the sinusoid appears in the vertical and horizontal directions,
creating a ruled surface.

2- Barbecue with fountain in private house (El Masnou, Barcelona)
The sinusoidal shape creates the spaces for the barbecue, the woodshed and the fountain.

3- Barbecues and fireplaces

Made in private homes in El Masnou (Barcelona). The barbecue in the image on the left is
attached to the sink. In the right picture, the chimney is joined to the stair's vault.

4-SINKS
Rehabilitation of old washing places that were very abundant in the Maresme area
(Barcelona). Made with the trencadís technique.

5- GAUDINIAN-INSPIRED ORNAMENTAL ELEMENTS
Snake-shaped gargoyles, dragon...

Im.1-Coronation of singular facade

Im. 2-Fountain where Pascal's principle
was applied and made with the shape of a
hyperbolic paraboloid.

6- GRANITE ARCHES

Granite archs built in a traditional catalan style house in Masnou. All the arches, windows
and exterior doors were made of carved stone.

Lectures and training classes
After having produced more than fifty constructions with Catalan vault style in different
dwellings in El Masnou and the surrounding area, and at the request of several institutions
and organisations, Jordi Domènech has also devoted himself in recent years to train, both to
builders and architects, as detailed below:
2011- Demonstration of the construction and
resistance of the Catalan vault within the
framework of the acts of the Festivals of San Pedro
de El Masnou. A vault was built in the form of a
bridge through which those attending could pass to
check its resistance.

2015- Workshop on Catalan vaulting, for the students of the Polytechnic University of
Catalonia (Mataró headquarters), on 10 May in El Masnou (Barcelona).

2015- "Catalan vault, a heritage to be recovered", a lecture on
the Catalan vault commissioned by the Association of Friends of
UNESCO of El Masnou, on 15 May at the Public Library of El
Masnou (Barcelona).

2016- Teacher of the Course on Catalan vaults organized by the Orígens Bioconstruction
Workshop School from 11 to 13 March in Les Planes d'Hostoles (Girona).

2016- Course on Catalan vaults organized by Jordi Domènech from 22 to 24 August in El
Masnou (Barcelona). The course counted with the participation of the BaseA arquitectura
Collective of Architects with the intention of learning the system and implementing it in a new
project in India. The course gathered a total of 15 students, among which there were architects
who wanted to learn more about this construction system and master masons who wanted to
improve their knowledge about this system.

In the image on the right, the students test the resistance of this construction system when only a few hours have
passed since the first bricks were laid.

2017- Construction of 4 flat brick vaults at the Engineering School of
Terrasa to carry out scientific tests of their resistance, under the
orders of the architect David López and with the collaboration of Pep
Brazo and Antonio Haro of Urcotex.

2017- Exhibition of Catalan vault construction system in Molins de
Rei (Barcelona). Live constructionion of a small monument, inspired in
the building of the Workers' Federation, designed by the modernist
architect Cèsar Martinell. This activity was carried out by different
master builders, winners of numerous masonry competitions. For the
construction of this small building the team worked under the direction of Jordi Domènech and
the architect Manel Julià. This monument decorates one of the city's squares.

2017- Workshop on partitioned vaults organized by the Guild of Builders of Mataró
through the Escola Origens on 21, 22 and 23 April in Mataró.

2017- Technical conference "La volta catalana" organized by the Museu del Ciment
Asland de Castellar de N'Hug from 12 to 13 May in Castellar de N'Hug.

2017- Live demonstration of the construction of a partitioned vault by Jordi Domènech
organized by Òmnium Cultural on October 7th in Teià (Maresme).

2017- Seminar on partitioned vaults within the framework of the Master's Course in
Traditional Construction organised by UEC Ripollès in September and October.

Fallen vault made with the students of the Master's course in Traditional Construction

2018- Lecture entitled "Geometria de la volta catalana" given as part of the X Jornades
de l'Associació Catalana de Geogebra given by the Universitat Pompeu Fabra in
Barcelona on 17 February.

2018- Workshop on “Catalan vault”, organized by Greta Project in Girona

Awards
-First Prize Mason's Contest 2002 in Mataró (Barcelona)
-First Prize in the Masonry Competition 2013 in Molins de Rei (Barcelona)
-Second Prize in the 2010 Vallès Bricklayer's Competition (Barcelona)
-Third Prize in the 2010 Reus (Tarragona) Bricklayer's Competition
-Fourth Prize in the 2011 Bricklayer's Competition in Balaguer (Lérida)

Press
-Entrevista para el Boletín municipal Gent del Masnou, núm. 212 (diciembre 2004) sobre la
bóveda realizada en Ebetsu (Japón), p. 18-19.
-“La bóveda de las cuatro sillas de montar: arquitectura gaudiniana en el corazón cerámico de
Japón”, Revista CERASPAÑA de la Ascer (Asociación Española de Fabricantes de Azulejos y
Pavimentoso), núm. 15 (2005), p. 16-17.
-“Arquitectos e interioristas vuelven su mirada hacia la cerámica”, El Periódico del Azulejo,
num. 73, mayo de 2006.
-Portada de la revista Constructors, núm. 307 (2009) editada por el Gremi de Constructors
d’Obres de Barcelona i Comarques.
-Notícia ganadores Segundo Premio Concurso de Albañiles 2010 del Vallès.
http://www.cecot.org/Home/Auxiliars/imprimir/__7xyG3wMyDtVzHz9b1lka8nDlW07LP6fN
M5oTgWRxsoR8bdv3JhFRw
-Notícia ganadores Tercer Premio Concurso de Albañiles 2010 de
Reus. http://www.uecgirona.com/noticiesDetalls.php?id=180
-Notícia ganadores Primer Premio Concurso de Albañiles 2013 de
Molins de Rei.
http://www.viumolinsderei.com/2013/02/04/el-concurs-de-paletestorna-lantic-pont-del-moli-a-la-seva-ubicacio-original/
-Entrevista en la revista Masnou Viu, 88 (diciembre 2016), p. 26-27:
https://www2.elmasnou.cat/ARXIUS/masnouviuPDF/88viu.pdf
-Notícia sobre el monumento realizado en Molins de Rei en febrero de 2017:
http://www.viumolinsderei.com/2017/02/10/el-concurs-de-paletes-desapareix-perconstruir-una-sola-peca-mes-gran-i-visible-tot-lany/

Television
Demonstration of partitioned vault construction and interview for the Japanese TV
channel TBS Vision, The World Heritage program (htttp:www.tbs-v.co.jp). The recording
will take place on 10/03/2018 in El Masnou (Barcelona).

“I have noticed that, those of us who are still lucky enough to be able to build partitioned
vaults today, do so with passion, like the one who swims against the current, who has to swim
much harder than the one who follows the current".
Jordi Domènech Brunet

Contact details:
Jordi Domènech Brunet
Adress: Fontanills, 57B 08320 El Masnou (Barcelona)
Phone: +34 670 26 28 48/+34 93 5551646
E- mail : info@jordidomenech.cat
Web: http://www.jordidomenech.cat/
https://es-es.facebook.com/jordi.domenech.501

